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Abstract
Deep neural networks (DNNs) have been proven to have many redundancies.
Hence, many efforts have been made to compress DNNs. However, the existing
model compression methods treat all the input samples equally while ignoring
the fact that the difficulties of various input samples being correctly classified
are different. To address this problem, DNNs with adaptive dropping mechanism
are well explored in this work. To inform the DNNs how difficult the input
samples can be classified, a guideline that contains the information of input samples
is introduced to improve the performance. Based on the developed guideline
and adaptive dropping mechanism, an innovative soft-guided adaptively-dropped
(SGAD) neural network is proposed in this paper. Compared with the 32 layers
residual neural networks, the presented SGAD can reduce the FLOPs by 77% with
less than 1% drop in accuracy on CIFAR-10.
1 Introduction
Deep neural networks (DNNs) have achieved the state-of-the-art accuracy and gained wide adoption
in various artificial intelligence (AI) fields, such as computer vision, speech recognition and nature
langue processing He et al. [2016]; Krizhevsky et al. [2012]; Simonyan and Zisserman [2014];
Amodei et al. [2015]. However, the remarkable accuracy of DNNs comes at the expense of huge
computational cost, which has already posed severe challenges on the existing DNN computing
hardware performance in terms of processing time and power consumption. Even worse, it is widely
acknowledged that the computational cost of modern DNNs will continue to increase rapidly due to
the ever-growing demands for improved accuracy in AI applications. Consider the limited progress of
hardware technology, the huge computational cost of DNNs, if not being properly addressed, would
largely prevent the large-scale deployment of DNNs on various resource-constrained platforms, such
as mobile devices and Internet-of-Thing (IoT) equipment.
To address this challenge, several computation-reducing approaches have been proposed in Wen
et al. [2016]; Wen et al. [2017]; Han et al. [2016]; Sun et al. [2016]; Garipov et al. [2016]. To
date, most of the existing works focus on modifying the original popular DNN architectures via
different techniques (such as pruning and decomposition etc.). In those model-pruning/decomposition
works, all the input samples are treated equally and they are processed by all the layers of DNNs.
Consider that shallow models with relatively poor model capacities can also correctly classify some
input samples, thus, different samples in the same dataset exhibit different levels of ease on accurate
classification. By leveraging such characteristics, an input-specific adaptive computational approach
can be exploited to avoid unnecessary computation.
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A natural way to skip a layer is to add a bypass which directly outputs the inputs. Among various
DNNs, residual networks He et al. [2016] (ResNets) exhibit a unique architecture which is friendly
to the adaptive computational approach. Hence, this paper focuses on the adaptive computation of
ResNets. There are two more reasons for choosing ResNets, 1) ResNet is the currently most popular
and widely deployed DNN architecture, especially in computer vision field; 2) previous work Veit
et al. [2016] showed that ResNets can be seen as ensembles of many shallow blocks with weak
dependencies which can be utilized for adaptive computation.
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Figure 1: Overview of adaptive dropped mechanism. Blocks denote the residual blocks that consist of several
convolutional layers. (a) ResNets without any modifications. (b) ResNets with adaptive dropped mechanism.
The dropped blocks are denoted by those striated blocks.
In this paper, we propose a novel end-to-end trainable soft-guided adaptively-dropped neural network
(SGAD) to reduce the input-specific redundant computations while retaining high accuracy. As shown
in Fig. 1, all blocks in the original ResNet are always busy. However, in SGAD, each block will be
adaptively dropped according to the input samples. To smartly and efficiently decide which blocks
will be dropped, a soft guideline is developed to generate a group of discrete masks. Experimental
results show that the proposed SGAD can reduce 77% floating-point operations (FLOPs) with less
than 1% accuracy loss compared with ResNet-32 on CIFAR-10. On CIFAR-100, SGAD can improve
the accuracy by 0.47% with 23% less FLOPs as compared with ResNet-32. The contributions of this
paper are summarized as follows:
• A novel soft information-based guideline is proposed to quantize the level of difficulties of
input samples being classified correctly. Such guideline is then used to direct the expected
drop ratio of residual blocks during training via an efficient mapping strategy. At the
inference stage, the guideline can be removed without incurring additional overhead.
• We introduce a small but efficient model with binary output, which determines the positions
of layers that will be skipped according to the current input sample under the direction of
the proposed guideline. Straight through estimator (STE) Bengio et al. [2013] is introduced
to approximate the non-differential of the rounding function during the training phase.
• The learned dropping behavior of SGAD is explored. Our experiments show that layers of
original network (e.g. ResNet-32) with less contribution to the model capacity are likely to
be dropped in SGAD-based model (e.g. SGAD-32).
2 Related Works
The proposed SGAD is motivated by recent studies on exploring the behavior of residual networks.
Andreas et al. found that residual networks can be seen as ensembles of many weakly-dependent paths
with varying lengths, where only the short paths are needed during training Veit et al. [2016]. Besides,
removing individual layers from a trained residual network at test time only leads to misclassification
on few borderline samples with minor accuracy drop Greff et al. [2016]. These observations indicate
that most input samples may be easily classified with limited number of layers, thus we can adaptively
allocate different computation budgets between “easy” and “hard” samples. Several approaches have
been proposed based on this concept.
The early-termination approaches Bolukbasi et al. [2017]; Teerapittayanon et al. [2016]; Panda et
al. [2016] add additional side-branch classifiers inside a deep neural network. Hence, input samples
that are judged as being able to be classified by a certain side-branch classifier can exit from the
network immediately without executing the whole model. In contrast, the proposed SGAD enables
adaptive-computation behavior by utilizing the ensemble nature of residual networks. Neither hand-
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crafted network architectures nor extra side-branch classifier is needed, thereby making our approach
more simple and effective.
The adaptive computation approaches are close to our work. Spatially Adaptive Computation
Time (SACT) Figurnov et al. [2016] dynamically decides the number of executed layers inside a set
of residual units. SkipNet Wang et al. [2017] and BlockDrop Wu et al. [2018] utilize reinforcement
learning to dynamically choose executed residual units in a pretrained ResNet for different input
samples. Adanets Andreas and Serge [2017] enable adaptive computation graphs by adding layer-
wise gating functions to decide whether to skip the computation of a certain layer or not. Different
from these approaches, the proposed SGAD uses a shallow network, whose behavior is guided by
an extra guideline during training, to generate binary vectors for adaptively masking those unused
residual units. Compared to above mentioned approaches, SGAD is able to achieve higher savings in
computational cost with no accuracy loss in most cases.
3 Soft-Guided Adaptively-Dropped Approach
In this section, we present the soft-guided adaptively-dropped neural network. First, we introduce
a binary mask network (BMNet) to decide which blocks should be used for a specific input. The
size of BMNet is quite small and hence it introduces very little computation overhead. Then, in
order to solve the non-differentiable problem incurred by using these discrete binary masks in the
training phase, straight through estimator (STE) Bengio et al. [2013] is introduced to approximate
the gradient of the original non-differential rounding function during back propagation. Finally, we
propose a soft guideline network (SGNet) to improve the overall classification accuracy. The SGNet
can extract the soft information of different inputs during the training phase, and thereby aiding the
training of BMNet through a regularization term to force BMNet drop dynamically. At the inference
phase, the regularization term is no longer used, thus the SGNet can be removed.
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Figure 2: Architecture of the proposed SGAD. (a). The overview of the presented algorithm. The activations
after the first single convolutional layer of ResNet is denoted by green blocks. The red dot lines mean that
the SGNet will be active only in the training phase. (b) Architecture of BMNet. The binary rounding and
sinc function-based estimator are used in the phase of forward and backward propagation, respectively. (c).
Architecture of SGNet. The block named Conv layers denotes a group of convolutional layers which can be
flexibly adjusted.
3.1 Binary Mask
Generally, the main part of ResNets consists of several blocks. Let zi and zi+1 be the input and
output of the (i+1)-th block, respectively. The computation of zi+1 is shown below:
zi+1 = zi + f(zi), (1)
where the details of f(z) can be referred in He et al. [2016]. Beside the blocks, the ResNets usually
start with a single convolutional layer and end with a fully-connected layer.
Binary Mask: As indicated in the first paragraph of this section, we introduce a binary mask to
determine whether each block should be skipped or not in the inference of a specific input sample.
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Specifically, for the i-th block, its output determined by the binary mask is as follows:
zi+1 =
{
zi + f(zi) m(z1; θm) = 1
zi m(z1; θm) = 0
, (2)
where z1 denotes the input of the first block, namely the output of the single convolutional layer in
ResNet. m(z1; θm) is a hypothesis with weight θm which decides whether or not this block should
be dropped. To simplify the deduction of gradient, Eq. (2) can be rewritten in the following form:
zi+1 = zi +m(z1; θm)f(z
i). (3)
Assume that a batch of data contains N pairs (x1,y1), . . . , (xN ,yN ) during the training phase. The
weights of the i-th block of ResNets are denoted by θi. The update of θi at the (t+1)-th iteration θit+1
can be written as belows:
θit+1 = θ
i
t − lr ×
∂R
∂θit
, (4)
where lr and R denote the learning rate used in the training phase and the training loss at the t-th
iteration, respectively.
For original ResNets, the gradient ∂R
∂θit
can be represented as follows:
∂R
∂θit
=
1
N
N∑
n=1
∂Rn
∂zLn
∂zLn
∂zL−1n
. . .
∂zi+1n
∂θit
=
1
N
N∑
n=1
∂Rn
∂zLn
(
L−1∏
j=i+1
∂zj+1n
∂zjn
)
∂zi+1n
∂θit
=
1
N
N∑
n=1
∂Rn
∂zLn
(
L−1∏
j=i+1
(1 +5f jn(zjn)))5 f in(θit)
, (5)
where L denotes the number of blocks in a ResNet. 5f jn(zjn) denotes the differential of zj+1n to zjn
and5f in(θit) denotes the differential of zi+1n to θit. Taking the binary mask into consideration, the
update of gradients can be represented as:
∂R
′
∂θit
=
1
N
N∑
n=1
∂Rn
∂zLn
(
L−1∏
j=i+1
(1 +mjn(z
1
n; θm)5 f jn(zjn)))(min(z1n; θm)5 f in(θit)) . (6)
Generally, the gradients calculated in the training phase is much less than 1 (the magnitude of
gradients are about 10−6 according to Section.4.1). Hence, (
∏L−1
j=i+1(1 +m
j
n(z
1
n; θm)5 f jn(zjn)))
in Eq. (5) can be seen as 1. Eq. (5) can thusly be simplified to:
∂R
′
∂θit
≈ 1
N
N∑
n=1
(min(z
1
n; θm)
∂Rn
∂zLn
5 f in(θit)). (7)
Let ratsib =
∑N
n=1m
i
n(z
i
n;θm)
N be the ratio that does not dropped in a batch for the i-th block.
Combining Eqs. (5 - 7) and the definition of ratsib, the updating of the weights of ResNets with
binary mask can be approximated as follows:
θit+1 ∼ θit − (lr × ratsib)
∂R
∂θit
, (8)
where lr × ratsib is the actual learning rate. Since ratsib in different blocks are not the same, each
block will have an unique learning rate. Hence, the proposed binary mask can adaptively adjust the
learning rate of different blocks according to the level of contributions to the model capacity (LCMC)
of blocks Veit et al. [2016]. To explore which blocks contribute more to the model capacity, we will
study the dropping behavior of SGAD with details discussed in Section 4.1.
The design of binary mask called BMNet is introduced and shown in Fig. 2 (b). Note that small
perturbations can result in quite different binary masks if the output of the sigmoid unit is near the
rounding threshold (0.5), thereby making the BMNet instable. Inspired by Salakhutdinov and Hinton
[2009], additive noises are injected before the sigmoid unit. The magnitude of noise is increased
over time so that the magnitude of inputs will also be increased to alleviate impact of the noise. With
the use of this method, the sigmoid unit can be trained to be saturated in nearly 0 or 1 for all input
samples. Hence, more stable and confident decisions are generated during both the training and the
inference phases.
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3.2 Soft Guideline
With the proposed BMNet, an adaptively dropped ResNet can be realized. However, how BMNet
decides the dropping ratio is unknown. Consider that our goal is to make the networks adaptively
adjust the computational complexity according to the difficulty of classification of input samples, the
information of whether or not the input samples are easy to be classified should be generated and
sent to BMNet to improve the correctness of decisions. Based on this concept, an additional network,
called the soft guideline network (SGNet), is proposed to produce the required information and guide
the dropping behavior of the BMNet.
Soft Guideline: Generally, each input sample couples with a hard target which only contains the
information of the truth label class. The information of whether or not the input samples are easy to
be classified can not be gained from the hard targets. Inspired by Hinton et al. [2015], the soft target,
namely the class probabilities produced by the softmax layer, can provide much more information
than the hard target. In this paper, the soft target of the SGNet is used to obtain the information
which indicates the difficulty of classification. More specifically, the variance of the soft target is
used as the guideline. For input sample xn (n ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N}), corresponding variance varn can
be written as follows:
varn =
1
M
M∑
i=1
[(
es
n
i∑
j e
snj
− 1
M
)2] =
∑
i e
2sni
M(
∑
j e
snj )2
− 1
M2
∈ [0, 1
M
) , (9)
where M is the number of classes. sn1 , s
n
2 , . . . , s
n
M are the elements of the softmax output for xn.
Intuitively, smaller value of varn indicates that the SGNet is less confident for its classification result.
Thus, it tends harder to correctly classify xn.
In order to make the BMNet learn to adaptively drop more (less) residual blocks for easily (hardly)
classified input samples, the guideline varn is first transformed to produce an expected drop ratio
ratns ∈ [0, 1]. Easily classified xn will have higher ratns . Then, the L1-norm between the ratns and
the calculated drop ratio for all input samples in a batch, denoted as Rm, is added to the loss function
as an regularizer to push the BMNet allocate desired drop ratio for different input samples, where
Rm =
1
N
N∑
n=1
‖ ratns − (1−
1
L
L∑
j=1
mnj (z
1
n; θm)) ‖1, (10)
where 1 − 1L
∑L
j=1m
n
j (z
1
n; θm) is the measured average drop ratio (computed by BMNet). The
application of this regularizer can push the actual drop ratio and the desired drop ratio closer.
Based on the above discussion, a proper transformation is needed to map varn to ratns . The details
of the transformation will be given in the following part.
Mapping Strategy: One simple intuition is to map larger varn to larger ratns since input samples
that are judged as to be easily classified by the SGNet are expected to bypass more blocks. Generally,
a relatively shallow network can correctly classify a large proportion of input samples, indicating that
most input samples are “easy” samples and only few are hard to be correctly classified. Based on
this observation, an exponent function-based mapping strategy is proposed and can be expressed as
follows:
ratns = 1− L1−scale×var
n
/L, n ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N}, scale = −Mln(smax)
ln(L)
, (11)
where smax denotes the allowed maximum drop ratio and ratns ∈ [0, smax]. scale transforms var
to the level of difficulties. Considering ratns ≤ smax (avoid model with too little complexity) and
varn ≤ 1/M , we can get scale × varn ≥ −Mln(smax)ln(L) . The proposed mapping strategy tends to
map more different varn values to large ratns . This approach is consistent with the distribution of the
“easy” and “hard” samples as discussed above.
At the training phase, the SGAD, which includes the BMNet, the SGNet and the ResNet, can be
end-to-end trained from scratch. As shown in Fig. 2, Input samples will be fetched to the ResNet
and the SGNet simultaneously. The SGNet outputs its own classification results as well as the
guideline. The BMNet fetches the first layers’s output of the ResNet to produce the binary mask. The
ResNet learns to adaptively drop the rest residual blocks based on the output of the binary mask and
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also produces its own classification results. Then, all the weights in SGAD are updated based on
regularization loss Rm, the classification error of the SGNet Rg and the ResNet R
′
. The final loss
function of SGAD can be expressed as:
RSGAD = αR
′
+ αmRm + αgRg, (12)
where α, αm and αg denote the weighting factors for ResNet, BMNet and SGNet, respectively.
During inference, the regularization term is useless. Thus, the SGNet can be removed and only
the BMNet and the ResNet are needed after training.
4 Experiments
We evaluate the performance of the proposed SGAD on two datasets: CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100. The
influences of the guideline is investigated. In addition, we also explore different blocks’ contributions
to the model capacity and the dropping behavior of SGAD.
Model Size: Both ResNet-32 and ResNet-110 are adopted as baseline in our experiments. The
details of structures can be referred to He et al. [2016]. The design of BMNet is crucial to the
overall complexity of SGAD. On CIFAR-10, the use of BMNets only introduces 0.06% and 0.02%
computation overheads as compared with ResNet-32 and ResNet-110, respectively. The memory
overheads of BMNets are 1.61% and 1.59% compared to ResNet-32 and ResNet-110, respectively.
Hence, using the proposed BMNet will only render very minor overheads.
Training Details: PyTorch is used to implement the SGAD. The stochastic gradient descent is used
as optimizer with momentum 0.9. The learning rate is initialized at 0.1 and decayed by 10−1 after
the 128, 160 and 192 epochs. SGAD is trained for 220 epochs with a batch size of 128. α, αm and
αg are set to 1.0, 1.0 and 0.3 by default, respectively. In our experiments, only adjusting smax while
leaving other hyper-parameters as default can affect the dropping behavior and works in most cases.
The last block in SGAD is fixed for all inputs in order to ensure more robust output predictions.
4.1 Comparisons and Discussion
We train the SGAD model under two typical settings: 1) a relatively smaller smax, resulting in a
model (MF-SGAD) with more FLOPs. 2) a larger smax, which produces a model (LF-SGAD) with
less FLOPs. For the latter case, we fine tune the model from a pre-trained MF-SGAD to obtain a faster
convergence instead of training from random initialization. The performances of MF-SGAD and
LF-SGAD are shown in Table. 1. For comparison, we also provide the training results of the original
ResNets. It can be found that at most cases, for smaller smax, the SGAD can achieve comparable
and even better accuracy with less FLOPs as compared to the original ResNets, which indicates the
effectiveness of the proposed SGAD. More aggressive reduction in FLOPs can also be obtained under
large smax at a cost of small accuracy loss. For example, the FLOPs can be reduced by 77% with
only 0.87% loss in accuracy (CIFAR10, 110 layers).
Table 1: Results of SGADs and ResNets. For the original ResNets, n-FLOPs=1.0.
Dataset Layers ResNet MF-SGAD, smax = 0.2 LF-SGAD, smax = 0.8accuracy accuracy n-FLOPs accuracy n-FLOPs
CIFAR-10 32 93.02% 93.11% 0.86 92.18% 0.47110 94.57% 94.20% 0.86 93.70% 0.23
CIFAR-100 32 70.38% 70.85% 0.77 70.09% 0.71110 73.94% 73.94% 0.94 73.94% 0.75
Comparisons with Existing Works: In this subsection, we compare the proposed SGAD with
previous works. The performances are shown in Fig. 3, which contains the results of SACT Figurnov
et al. [2016], ACT Figurnov et al. [2016], SkipNet Wang et al. [2017], and BlockDrop Wu et al.
[2018]. The proposed SGAD outperforms all existing networks at most cases.
For ACT and SACT, since the results on CIFAR are not reported, we conduct the experiments using
the code† provided by the authors of SACT. Compared with the SACT, the FLOPs of SGAD can
†https://github.com/mfigurnov/sact
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Figure 3: Comparisons with state-of-the-art. (a) Results on CIFAR-10. (b) Results on CIFAR-100. The solid
lines and dashed lines have different baselines.
be reduced by 70% with even 0.3% higher accuracy on CIFAR-10. On CIFAR-100, the accuracy
can be enhanced by 1.8% with 34% less FLOPs. The proposed SGAD also outperforms other
algorithms such as ACT and SkipNet. Compared with the BlockDrop which currently achieves the
state-of-the-art results, SGAD can also improve the accuracy by 0.1% with 25% less computational
complexity on CIFAR-10.
1_0 1_1 1_2 1_3 1_4 2_0 2_1 2_2 2_3 2_4 3_0 3_1 3_2 3_3 3_4
resnet 1.84 1.41 1.25 1.04 0.93 3.02 2.61 2.23 2 1.79 6.09 4.25 2.92 1.68 0.75 1.00E-06
dense-sgad 1.55 1.24 1.01 1.01 1.01 3.46 3.04 2.61 2.56 2.52 7.98 5.81 4 3.79 0.91
sparse-sgad 1.98 1.36 1.36 1.36 1.37 4.86 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 12.7 8.13 6.07 6.06 1.46
dense-flops 1 1 1 0.17 0 1 0.99 1 0.45 0.49 1 1 1 0.49 1
sparse-flops 1 1 0 0 0 0.12 1 0 0 0 0.86 1 1 0 1
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Figure 4: Comparisons of magnitude of gradients and normalized flops of each blocks. The n-FLOPS-MF-SGAD
and the n-FLOPS-LF-SGAD denote the n-FLOPS of MF-SGADs and LF-SGAD, respectively. The magnitudes
of gradients are given by the mean value of L1 normalization of gradients after the 160-th epoch.
Discussion: The dropping behavior of SGAD is explored here. The experiments are conducted using
ResNet-32 and SGAD-32 on CIFAR-10. Fig. 4 shows the comparisons of magnitude of gradients and
normalized flops of each blocks. Since the last block is always fixed in SGAD, the n-FLOPs of the
last block is always 1 and is not listed. It is worth noting that in ResNet32, every 5 blocks share the
same number of output channels, C-block is used here to denote a cluster of 5 blocks. From Fig. 4
we can obtain the followings:
1. In the original ResNets, different blocks usually have different magnitudes of gradients
(MGs). In each C-block, the MGs decrease gradually from the first block to the fifth block.
Such phenomenon shows that the first several blocks in a C-block have relatively higher
LCMC than the others. The discovery gained here is consistent with the reports from
previous works Veit et al. [2016]; Jastrzebski et al. [2017].
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2. According to our experiments, in each C-block, the dropping behavior is closely related
to the MGs. Blocks with higher MGs usually have a higher n-FLOPs. Combining the
analysis in Section 3.1 and the experimental results, the blocks with less MGs are tended to
be skipped. Thus, the updates of these blocks are further decreased in SGAD. To reduce
the FLOPs while maintaining the performance, SGAD tries to keep the blocks with higher
LCMC.
3. As shown in Fig. 4, some blocks will be skipped by all the input samples after training, thus
leads to zero n-FLOPs for these blocks. As an additional benefit, these dead blocks can be
removed during inference to reduce the memory storage requirement.
5 Conclusion and Future Work
SGAD is proposed to exploit an adaptive processing pattern for different input samples. To enable
the propagation of gradients, STE is introduced to approximate the non-differential rounding function
during the training phase. The information contained in softmax layer is explored to inform the SGAD
the difficulties of various input samples being classified correctly. In addition, a dedicatedly designed
mapping strategy is introduced to combine the difficulties and the dropping ratio. The experiments
demonstrate that the proposed SGAD outperforms previous works under the same baselines. While
the reduction in FLOPs may not accurately reflect the real running latencies under different hardware
devices (eg. CPUS, GPUs), the real speedup measurements will be conducted in the future.
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